
"On page __, paragraph __, it states..."
"From our notes, it says..."
"The reading says..., which connects 
to... from..." 

  CTL Quick Reference ToolCTL Quick Reference Tool

"So, it’s important to you that..."
"You are thinking..."
"I think I heard you say..."
"I want to expand on your idea of… by…"

Wait 3 seconds before speaking.
Let 3 people speak before speaking 
again.

"We haven’t heard from…"
"It looks like we have to make a 
decision about…. Does anyone have 
anything else to add?"

Appreciate clarifying questions.
Actively ensure that all contributions 
are received with positive intention.

"The evidence indicates that…"
"… however, the evidence points to…"
"Others might say... , but I argue that..."

Contribute Knowledge

Think Critically

"I heard you say… did you mean…?"
"When you say… it makes me think..."
"I’m hearing you say… is that right?"

"I agree with you because…"
"One thought I have is..."
"The author/text said…"

"I notice that… I think it means…"
"When you look at the information this 
way… you see…"
"If we focus on… we can see how they…"

"The evidence supports the… by…"
"The evidence implies that… by..."
"One way to prove… is by looking at…"

Build Community
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